MINDFUL DRINKING and GLUTEN FREE

Low-alcohol and Alcohol Free beers
ERDINGER ALKOHOLFREI Less than 0.5% Germany
A pure wheat beer taste with an alcoholic content of less than 0.5% (500m1 bottle)
HEINEKEN ZERO 0% The Netherlands
Refreshing character with an intense taste. Rich in vitamins & with isotonic effect, it is
the ideal companion after a workout (330m1 bottle)
ADNAMS GHOST SHIP ALCOHOL FREE 0.5% Suffolk
This low alcohol citrus pale ale has an assertive pithy bitterness and a malty backbone, balanced
by a blend of citrus flavours (sooml bottle)
BIG DROP 'PINE TRAIL' PALE ALE ALCOHOL FREE 0.5% Suffolk
A delight for the senses, this beer delivers on all levels. Rosy floral aromas are immediate as you pour,
with a light and limey citrus bite on the palate and a balanced but obvious bitterness to finish )330m1 can)

Low-alcohol and Alcohol Free ciders
SHEPPY CLASSIC LOW ALCOHOL CIDER 0.5% Somerset
A light and crisp low alcohol cider full of refreshingly balanced real apple flavour (sooml bottle)
KOPPARBERG STRAWBERRY & LIME ALCOHOL FREE 0% Sweden
With no compromise on taste, this alcohol free cider combines fresh strawberries with the subtle taste of
lime for a refreshing and revitalising taste (500m1 bottle)

Gluten Free beers
DUARA DAMM GLUTEN FREE 5.4% Barcelona
Daura is a fresh-tasting beer, with a lively acidity. The finish is bitter, as it
should be in beer, and long lasting (330m1 bottle)
CRABBIES GINGER BEER 4% Scotland
Following a secret recipe, this uniquely refreshing ginger beer boasts flavours of crisp ginger with a
distinctive spicy notes & a refreshing citrus finish (500m1 bottle)

Alcohol Free gins
GORDON'S ALCOHOL FREE
recommended with Indian Tonic
SIPSMITH FREEGLIDER
recommended with Indian Tonic
Bold zesty citrus and warm capsicum spice blend with juniper to create a unique and delicious
non-alcoholic alternative for a truly great sipping experience

This is our selection of low-alcohol and alcohol-free alternatives that we serve.
Our full drinks list includes all of our alcoholic and soft drinks

